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Advanced Hearing Solution NEWS  
“Your Journey To Better Hearing Begins Here” 

Brain Fitness! 

I am always learning and absolutely love when I find out that something that I already suspected was true is true.  At a recent Oticon meet-

ing, the subject of BRAIN FITNESS and hearing was the main topic being discussed, a subject near and dear to my heart! Did you know 

that we hear in our brains and not in our ears? This means that for us to process speech well, especially in crowded places where several 

simultaneous conversations are being carried on around us, our brains must be strong and alert,. This means brains that 

are weakened by either age or disease cannot keep up with the constant stream of conversations. This has a profound 

effect on someone’s ability to listen, hear, and understand. Many studies in recent years have demonstrated this correlation 

between a strong brain and good hearing. When you go to a social gathering with many other people, there are always 

many conversations going on at the same time. People with hearing loss have to put in extra effort to refocus on each new 

speaker. This can be a frustrating and exhausting experience. It is fortunate for those whose auditory processing abilities have begun to 

diminish that there appears to be a way to maximize our brainpower, even as we age.  It is called mental exercise or brain fitness. Just as 

our bodies need a good workout to stay healthy and strong, so do our brains. A joint US-Swiss study, found that computer-based tests that 

challenge the individual according to his or her ability may be just what is needed. Oticon, a major hearing aid company has now embraced 

the importance of brain fitness as a path to better hearing and understanding and has partnered with LUMOSITY to promote brain fitness. 

The more that I learn about the link between a strong brain improving hearing, and better hearing  decreasing the chance of dementia, has 

convinced me to personally  exercise my brain. I can’t say with certainty that I will never suffer from hearing loss or dementia but I can say 

that I will better my odds of this never happening. 

Moisture! Moisture! Read all about it!  

Most hearing aid wearers should use a drying device every night, this is especially important in our area because of our elevated humidity.  

Hearing aids are difficult to keep dry for many reasons, the most important of which is that they are almost sealed containers. Moisture can 

get inside the hearing aid through condensation, caused by temperature changes such as entering an air-conditioned room 

after being in warm outside air.  If eyeglasses can become foggy, then hearing aids can also become foggy; you just can’t 

see this happening. Additionally, moisture can intrude through the ear mold tubing and receiver tubes. When you add perspi-

ration and ear wax to this mix; it is easy to see why some hearing aid users can have chronic and aggravating moisture relat-

ed problems. There are four elements that affect the rate of drying & evaporation. These four factors are temperature, air 

movement, exposed surface area, and humidity. Except for humidity, which is desired to be as low as possible, the higher 

the other factors, the higher the rate of drying. The best and most thorough rate of drying comes from a combination of high temperature, 

high air movement, large exposed surface  area, and low relative humidity. It might be physically possible to have success with only one of 

these factors present, but the more factors that are present will allow better drying. Think of laundry drying on an outside line as an analogy.  

The laundry always dries quicker when the sun is shining bright (temperature), the wind is blowing (air movement), the relative humidity is 

low, and when the clothes are not folded over or bunched up (exposed surface area).  A hearing aid dryer is designed to remove the mois-

ture from a hearing aid in a short amount of time. The dryer can be a device with a fan or a simple container with a desiccant inside.  A des-

iccant is simply a substance that absorbs water and is used to remove moisture. Using a hearing aid dryer will lengthen the life of the hear-

ing aid and reduce the incidence of crackling and static noises when the hearing aid is in use. The most important result of frequent use of 

a drying device is that the moisture threshold is lowered. On a scale where 0 represents an aid without any moisture and 9 represents a 

totally failed, non-working hearing aid. It is believed that many people start out the day at level 4 or 5, if level 7 represents the point at which 

distortion, switch problems, or other failures occur, it doesn't take long to get there from 4 or 5. The more frequently a drying device is used, 

and the more factors the drying device employs, the lower the start-of-day moisture threshold. Using a dryer that incorporates all drying 

factors on a daily basis might allow a user to start the day at level 1 or 2 This reduces the chance of the hearing aids mois-

ture level reaching level 7 during the day. Both frequency of use and number of drying factors are quite important.  There are 

many types of dryers that vary in price and how well they work.  The classic dry-aid kit uses a single factor; the reduction of 

relative humidity through removal of the moisture from the air with a desiccant. Heated boxes typically use only one factor, 

which is that warm air can hold more moisture than cool air. By raising the temperature, relative humidity is lowered, making 

the air inside capable of holding more moisture.  Another type of dryer combines heat with moving air from a fan, and it 

works better than either of the two types of driers previously mentioned.  Another type of dryer uses three of the four drying factors.   It gen-

erates controlled heat and circulates desiccated air that flows around the hearing aids.  Some of these types of dryers contain a UV light 

that can kill bacteria.  This is very useful if a person is prone to ear infections.  What is important to remember is that using any type of dryer 

is better than using no dryer at all.  Hearing aids are an investment that will do a better job for the user if they are maintained and cared for 

correctly. Please contact us if you need assistance in selecting a dryer that will work best for you  
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Word Jumble !! 

IARNB  SSTFNIE IS CLOO 

__  __ __ __ __          __ __ __ __ __ __ __       __ __      __ __ __ __  

 

Patients Name: __________________________________ 

Phone # _______________________________________ 

Fill out entry form and drop off or mail in by 12/4/2014 for a chance to WIN !!  

Holiday Schedule !!  
 

The office will not be open on these dates for the upcoming 
Holidays. 

 
CLOSED: November 27th & 28th Happy Thanksgiving !!  
 
CLOSED: December 24th-26th Happy Holidays !! 
 
CLOSED: December 31st.—January 2nd Happy New Year !!  
 
As the Holidays, arrive Advanced Hearing Solutions would like to wish everyone 
Health and Happiness! With an Emphasis on Hearing Health! We would also 
like to remind everyone that we will have extra HOLIDAY TREATS available 
during our regular business hours during the week of December 15th. Please 
feel free to stop in so we can wish you a Happy Holiday and  to enjoy some Hol-
iday Treats. While you’re here, don’t forget to pick up your Holiday Goody Bag!! 

 

Englewood Office:  

Monday-Thursday 10am-4pm; 

Friday  10am-2pm (Starts Oct. 31) 

Boca Grande Office:  

Tuesday Only 10-4 (Starts Nov. 4) 

By Appointment Only 

Closed for lunch at both offices      
12pm-1pm 

Earlier and later appointments 
available! Call to ask! 

941-474-8393 

What I know for sure………. 

Hearing aids are so much   

better today than they were  

25 years ago, but you still must WEAR 

them to benefit from them. 

Congratulations to our last Word     

Jumble  Winner Mrs. Chin She won a 

Gift Card to Publix!!!  

Enter our next word Jumble             

and see what  the Prize might be……. 

Buy an Electric Dryer and receive 

your first pack of  

Dry-Bricks for FREE                      
($10 Value 3 bricks per pack)   

 New purchases only  

Offer expires 12/04/2014    

OFFICE HOURS

Inside you will  find a 

copy of our Featured 

Battery Article from 

this summer...and an 

extra coupon too!!  


